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ABSTRACT 17 

In the current world economic environment where reducing energy costs is a high priority, it is not surprising that 18 
sustainable water and energy management are key topics among the water and electric industry. Specifically, water 19 
suppliers, pump manufacturers, and operatives of small hydropower systems, all recognize that pumps working as 20 
turbines can be an efficient, simple, and economic approach to generating power and recover the excess of energy 21 
in water pressurized systems. In both, variable operating flow rate conditions (ex: presence of different water users) 22 
impose the need to augment the range of a proper pump as turbine system. One solution is to associate several 23 
pumps as turbines in series to increase the recovered energy. In that context, this work assesses their reliability at 24 
transient off-grid conditions by two pumps as turbines connected in series. Each one has an identical self-excited 25 
induction generator feeding a three-phase and balanced resistive load. Changes (increase/decrease in values) were 26 
applied to the resistive loads and the bank of capacitors at one group only, which allowed examining how changes 27 
affect the overall two-group system dynamics. Results show that one change in the first pump as turbine group 28 
will significantly affect the other group dynamics. For example, a decrease in load of the first group will affect the 29 
flow and head of the other system, until reaching a new equilibrium point. However, as both groups are not 30 
mechanically connected, they can achieve different equilibrium speeds. Furthermore, the highest impact occurred 31 
in the group where no changes were imposed. The first group maintained its global efficiency value, while the 32 
second had its efficiency decreased by about 8%. Similarly, an increase in the capacitance value caused a reduction 33 
in its efficiency (lesser but around 2%). Finally, a numerical model was developed and validated through 34 
experimental tests to be an applicable prediction model. 35 

KEYWORDS: Energy Efficiency; Off-grid PAT; Self-excited Induction Generator (SEIG); Series-connections; 36 
water-energy nexus. 37 

 38 

 39 

1 Introduction 40 
 41 
For water distributing systems (WDS)’ sustainability studies, the energy implications must be analyzed to improve 42 
the efficient use of energy and energy recovery in managing the water systems [1]. The energy consumed in the 43 
water cycle is typically distributed on the extraction stage (40 %), the distribution stage (25 %), the wastewater 44 
stage (20 %), and the remaining energy are required to supply the consumers [2]. The distribution stage includes 45 
the different pipes and elements, which allow consumers to get water according to the pressure and flow necessary 46 
to develop their services. The energy of this stage is to compensate for the friction and singular losses of the water 47 
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distribution network and the geometric level of the different points on it. In this line, the recycled rates in water 48 
networks are expected to be around 22–23% [3]. Optimizing the synergy planning for energy stations and pipeline 49 
networks is important to achieve cost savings in WDS [4]. However, when the topography is irregular or the 50 
network is large, some points can present high-pressure values, which should be dissipated using pressure 51 
reduction valves (PRVs) before supplying consumers [5]. PRVs guarantee users a correct operation range of 52 
pressure when they consume the water. However, PRVs are not sustainable since these valves dissipate the excess 53 
energy in heat and noise. The use of pumps working as turbines (PATs) was established in recent years as a 54 
sustainable alternative solution to PRVs [6]. PATs can recover the excess of hydraulic energy by converting it to 55 
electrical [7]. PAT models were developed since 1999, when [8] proposed the use of PATs in the water system to 56 
recover energy. This trend led to the development of different simulation models considering the operational curve 57 
of the machine [9]. The proposal of empirical expressions to get the best efficiency point of the pump operating as 58 
a turbine was proposed to improve the selection method of PATs [10]. These methods were based on computer 59 
fluid dynamics analysis and experimental tests, reducing the errors in the prediction of the behavior of the PAT 60 
[11]. The knowledge of this empiric coefficient and the development of the operational curves as a function of the 61 
flow enables the definition of regulation strategies, increasing the recovered energy in the systems [12].  62 

These researches show that PATs are also a reliable solution in rural and remote areas. The absence of the electrical 63 
grid could be compensated with power generation through a PAT system with an electric generator in locations 64 
with natural or artificial waterfalls. It can be used in farms or individual houses when the grid supply is difficult 65 
or expensive. In these conditions related to isolated and low power, the PATs' feasibility was demonstrated and 66 
compared to conventional turbines [13]. Different research studies showed multiple strategies to optimize the 67 
location of the PAT system in water networks, considering different optimization functions (e.g., recovered energy 68 
and feasibility using PATs at the fixed rotational speed [14], recovering energy under variable rotational speed 69 
[15], reduction of leakage [16], pump type selection [17], among others). 70 

In urban systems, Samora et al. estimated a potential recovery between 102 and 262 MWh/year due to the number 71 
of systems in Lausanne (Switzerland) [18]. When PAT technology was considered in pressurized irrigation 72 
systems, the theoretical recovered energy was 26.51 MWh/year (10 % of the provided energy in the water network) 73 
in Vallada (Valencia) [14]. In [19], other irrigation systems were analyzed, identifying 21.05 GWh of potential 74 
energy that could have been recovered using micro-hydropower (12.8 % of the consumed energy) for the provinces 75 
of Seville and Cordoba, Spain. In Calabria (Italy), one analysis considered the PATs implementation in collective 76 
irrigation systems. These recovery systems could provide an important share in electric production, considering 77 
856 MWh/year [20] and chemical plants with an energy recovery equal to 18.95 MWh/year [21]. These works 78 
highlight the importance of using the PAT system to increase the energy efficiency of water distribution systems. 79 

From the electric point of view, Williams et al. [22] and Capelo et al. [23] identified the squirrel-cage induction 80 
generator as the most appropriate electrical machine to consider for the energy recovery in water distribution 81 
systems using PATs. Simplicity, robustness, reliability, and low cost were the main reasons for this choice [24]. 82 
For the induction machine to run as a generator, reactive power is required to optimize this reactive source to 83 
maximize the active generated power. If connected to the electric grid, the induction generator can draw the 84 
magnetizing current (reactive power). However, when operating isolated from the electric grid, capacitors can 85 
provide the magnetizing current necessary to supply reactive energy for the rotating magnetic field. This solution 86 
is called a self-excited induction generator (SEIG). Hence, when one PAT-SEIG operates isolated from the electric 87 
grid, maximization of the global efficiency also must consider both PAT and SEIG behaviors [23]. With this 88 
objective, a new step ahead was recently proposed by Fernandes et al. in [25] by developing an optimization 89 
procedure to seek the maximum efficiency of the PAT-SEIG when the recovery system operates in isolated 90 
conditions. Besides, the analysis of the transient regimes is also important in water pump-storage systems. In [26], 91 
a transient model of a multi-unit pumped storage system coupled with the hydraulic system was developed. This 92 
research reflected the coupling effect of units during the transient process. Applied to the system's operation, a 93 
pump-turbine, a nonlinear dynamic model, was established, providing a new perspective on the modeling of the 94 
pump-turbine in the transient processes [27]. [28] established a new nonlinear model to analyze the dynamic 95 
response when it operated under random loads, providing theoretical guidance for studying and analyzing the 96 
pumped-storage hydropower plant. 97 
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Following the previous research done, this work analyses the impact of series connections between different PAT-98 
SEIG systems, considering the modeling of both the hydraulic-mechanic behavior of the PAT and the mechanical-99 
electric behavior of the SEIG. This is an important multidisciplinary research topic due to the need for optimal 100 
utilization of PAT-SEIG in WDS. The need for connecting PAT-SEIG in serial appears when there are high values 101 
of the recoverable head. One PAT cannot convert the total available head and when several users are present [29]. 102 
In this case, it is necessary to connect several PAT groups in serial to reach the maximum available head, 103 
maximizing the recovered energy [30]. Therefore, for series-connected PAT groups in off-grid systems, 104 
optimization procedures must search the global system efficiency (PAT + electric generator) and not only 105 
maximize the hydraulic efficiency. Furthermore, due to its series connections, the change on the electric operating 106 
point of one PAT-SEIG system will influence all the other PAT-SEIG systems connected in series. This work aims 107 
to characterize these influences on series-connected PAT-SEIG systems, mainly when there are sudden changes 108 
of the exciting capacitor and the electric load.  109 

 110 

2 Material and Methods 111 
 112 

This section presents the materials and methods used to analyze the behavior of PAT-SEIGs connected in series 113 
for off-grid electric applications. A set of two identical PATs are used in series, each one connected to an identical 114 
Self-Excited Induction Generator (SEIG) and an electric load. With this series connection, sudden changes are 115 
applied to the electric load and the exciting capacitor of one PAT-SEIG system. The influence on the overall 116 
system dynamic behavior is studied. First, the used SEIG is introduced, showing its main characteristics and its 117 
dynamic electromechanical model. The experimental tests performed with the SEIG to validate its 118 
electromechanical model are presented. Secondly, the used PAT and its dynamic model are introduced. 119 
Experimental tests with the PAT plus its SEIG system are shown to validate the overall PAT-SEIG model system. 120 

 121 

2.1 Self-Excited Induction Generator 122 

Fig. 1 demonstrates the off-grid generating system from which one SEIG is inserted (the prime power will be the 123 
PAT). The power flow represented in this figure can be interpreted. As the prime mover transfers mechanical 124 
power Pmec to the shaft, the SEIG’s rotor begins to rotate. Then, if the induction machine contains some residual 125 
magnetism, the voltage will be induced at the stator terminals. If the capacitors are properly sized, they will provide 126 
the induction machine with the reactive power required for voltage to build up Qs. As excitation is achieved and if 127 
the prime mover is delivering enough Pmec to the shaft, the SEIG begins to supply the load with active power PL 128 
and, in the case of an inductive load, with reactive power QL. 129 

 130 
Fig. 1 - Complete isolated power generating system consisting of a prime mover (the PAT system), the self-excited induction 131 

generator (SEIG), the capacitor bank, and the electric load. 132 

Fig. 2 shows the star-connected squirrel-cage induction machine used as SEIG, with a rated power of 0.55 kW and 133 
rated efficiency of 𝜂𝜂𝑁𝑁 = 68 %. Its nameplate data and equivalent electric parameters are listed in Table 1 and 134 
Table 2, respectively. This SEIG was studied in [23]-[25], and the characterization of its equivalent parameters 135 
was done. It was noticed that some of these parameters were highly influenced by the magnetization level of the 136 

PLPs
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machine. However, for the PAT-SEIG operation and its power level, the change of the magnetizing inductance, 137 
Lm, with the magnetization level, Fig. 3, was the most significant, being enough to characterize the overall system's 138 
dynamic behavior accurately.    139 

 
Fig. 2 – 0.55 kW, 910 rpm, 50 Hz, 2 pair of poles induction machine used 

for experimental tests. 

Table 1 – Nameplate data of the squirrel-
cage induction machine. 

Frequency 50 Hz 
Voltage 400 V 
Current 1.6 A 

Output Power 0.55 kW 
Power factor 0.73 

Speed 910 rpm 
 

 
Fig. 3 - Magnetizing inductance, Lm, as a function of the induction 

machine's magnetization level (E/f). E is the stator voltage, and f is the 
stator electric frequency. 

Table 2 –Induction machine: parameters of 
its equivalent electric circuit. 

Stator resistance, Rs 18.8 Ω 
Stator leakage 
inductance, 𝑙𝑙𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 0.06 H 

Rotor resistance, Rs 17.0 Ω 
Rotor leakage 
inductance, 𝑙𝑙𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 0.06 H 

Magnetizing resistance, 
Rm 1700 Ω 

 

A dynamic model of the induction generator is used to understand the transient electromechanical behavior present 140 
in the SEIG when coupled to a PAT. Differential equations characterize the induction machine's dynamics with 141 
time-varying inductances due to the continuous change with the rotor position with respect to the stator. A new 142 
rotating reference frame is considered to decrease the complexity of its dynamic model, accomplished by the 143 
direct-quadrature-zero (dq0) transformation, Fig. 4. At this point, it will be assumed that the d-q reference frame 144 
is rotating at synchronous angular speed, ωs. Therefore, when seen from the stator’s perspective, the d-q axis 145 
rotates at synchronous angular speed. This implies that the angular displacement of the d-axis concerning the stator 146 
geometry position will be θ = ωst at any instant.  147 

 148 
Fig. 4 - Synchronously rotating d-q reference frame overlapped onto the three-phase reference frame of an induction 149 

machine. 150 
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Using the synchronous rotating d-q reference, the relation between stator and rotor’s voltages and currents are 151 
given by equations (1)-(4), where 𝑢𝑢𝑑𝑑𝜎𝜎 and 𝑢𝑢𝑞𝑞𝜎𝜎 are the stator d-q voltages, 𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝜎𝜎 and 𝑖𝑖𝑞𝑞𝜎𝜎 are the stator d-q currents, 152 
𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 and 𝑖𝑖𝑞𝑞𝑑𝑑 are the rotor d-q currents, 𝜆𝜆𝑑𝑑𝜎𝜎 and 𝜆𝜆𝑞𝑞𝜎𝜎 are the stator d-q linkage fluxes, 𝜆𝜆𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 and 𝜆𝜆𝑞𝑞𝑑𝑑 are the rotor d-q 153 
linkage fluxes, 𝜔𝜔𝜎𝜎 is the rotating synchronous angular frequency, and 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑 is the electric angular frequency of the 154 
rotor related to the d-axis. The electrical angular rotor frequency is also given by 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑 = 𝜔𝜔𝜎𝜎 − 𝜔𝜔𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, with 𝜔𝜔𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 =155 
𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝜔𝜔𝑚𝑚, where 𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝is the pole pairs and 𝜔𝜔𝑚𝑚 is the mechanical rotor’s angular frequency. 𝑅𝑅𝜎𝜎 and 𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑 are the stator 156 
and rotor electric resistances. 157 

𝑢𝑢𝑑𝑑𝜎𝜎 = 𝑅𝑅𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝜎𝜎 +
𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝜆𝜆𝑑𝑑𝜎𝜎 − 𝜔𝜔𝜎𝜎𝜆𝜆𝑞𝑞𝜎𝜎 (1) 

𝑢𝑢𝑞𝑞𝜎𝜎 = 𝑅𝑅𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑞𝑞𝜎𝜎 +
𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝜆𝜆𝑞𝑞𝜎𝜎 + 𝜔𝜔𝜎𝜎𝜆𝜆𝑑𝑑𝜎𝜎 (2) 

0 = 𝑅𝑅𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 +
𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝜆𝜆𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝜆𝜆𝑞𝑞𝑑𝑑 (3) 

0 = 𝑅𝑅𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑞𝑞𝑑𝑑 +
𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝜆𝜆𝑞𝑞𝑑𝑑 + 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝜆𝜆𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 (4) 

The relations between linkage fluxes and stator currents are given by eq. (5)-(10), where 𝑙𝑙𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 and 𝑙𝑙𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 are the stator 158 
and rotor leakage inductances, respectively, and 𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚 is the magnetizing inductance.  159 

 𝜆𝜆𝑑𝑑𝜎𝜎 = 𝐿𝐿𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝜎𝜎 + 𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 (5) 

𝜆𝜆𝑞𝑞𝜎𝜎 = 𝐿𝐿𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑞𝑞𝜎𝜎 + 𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑞𝑞𝑑𝑑 (6) 

𝜆𝜆𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 + 𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝜎𝜎 (7) 

𝜆𝜆𝑞𝑞𝑑𝑑 = 𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑞𝑞𝑑𝑑 + 𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑞𝑞𝜎𝜎 (8) 

𝐿𝐿𝜎𝜎 = 𝑙𝑙𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 + 𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚 (9) 

𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑 = 𝑙𝑙𝜎𝜎𝑑𝑑 + 𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚 (10) 

 160 

Regarding the magnetizing inductance, 𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚, its change with the magnetization level E/f, where E is the 161 
magnetization voltage and f the stator electrical frequency, as shown in Fig. 3. For the machine being used in this 162 
work (Table 1), its behavior can be approximated by equation (11) for E/f ∈ [0 4.6]. Assuming sinusoidal and 163 
steady-state quantities, the magnetization level E/f is approximately given by 𝐸𝐸/𝑓𝑓 ≈ 2𝜋𝜋𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚/√2, with the mutual 164 

flux 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚 given by 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚 = �(𝜆𝜆𝑑𝑑𝜎𝜎 − 𝐿𝐿𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝜎𝜎)2 − �𝜆𝜆𝑞𝑞𝜎𝜎 − 𝐿𝐿𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑞𝑞𝜎𝜎�2
. 165 

𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚 = 0.0025 �
𝐸𝐸
𝑓𝑓

�
3

− 0.041 �
𝐸𝐸
𝑓𝑓

�
2

+ 0.12 �
𝐸𝐸
𝑓𝑓

� + 0.53  (11) 

The electromagnetic torque developed by the induction machine is determined using (12). 166 

𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 =
3
2

𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝�𝛹𝛹𝑑𝑑𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑞𝑞𝜎𝜎 − 𝛹𝛹𝑞𝑞𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝜎𝜎� (12) 

Another important aspect that needs to be modeled is the induced residual stator voltage of the induction machine 167 
as a function of its rotor speed. Without this residual stator voltage, the capacitors cannot receive their initial 168 
voltage to produce the reactive power required for the induction machine's excitation. This residual stator voltage 169 
was measured, following a linear relation with the rotor speed, described by (13), where N is the rotor speed in 170 
rpm. 171 

𝑢𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝜎𝜎 = 0.00086𝑁𝑁 (13) 
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Finally, as the capacitors are connected in parallel with the induction machine, their voltage, 𝑢𝑢𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎,𝑏𝑏,𝑐𝑐, is the same 172 
as the induction machine stator voltage, 𝑢𝑢𝜎𝜎𝑎𝑎,𝑏𝑏,𝑐𝑐. Using this, the relation between the SEIG stator current, 𝑖𝑖𝜎𝜎𝑎𝑎,𝑏𝑏,𝑐𝑐 and 173 
the electric load current, 𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎,𝑏𝑏,𝑐𝑐 is defined by (14). 174 

𝑢𝑢𝜎𝜎𝑎𝑎,𝑏𝑏,𝑐𝑐 = 𝑢𝑢𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎,𝑏𝑏,𝑐𝑐 =
1
𝐶𝐶

� 𝑖𝑖𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎,𝑏𝑏,𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 + 𝑢𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎,𝑏𝑏,𝑐𝑐 = −
1
𝐶𝐶

� �𝑖𝑖𝜎𝜎𝑎𝑎,𝑏𝑏,𝑐𝑐 + 𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎,𝑏𝑏,𝑐𝑐� 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 + 𝑢𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎,𝑏𝑏,𝑐𝑐 (14) 

 175 

2.2 Pump as Turbine  176 

In this research, a radial Etanorm 32-125 KSB 4.8 PAT, Fig. 5(a), is incorporated inside a hydraulic system. The 177 
machine is radial, with a specific speed of 51 rpm (m, kW). The best efficiency point of the machine is obtained 178 
for the values Q = 3.36 l/s and H = 4 m.w.c. The nominal rotational speed is 1050 rpm, and the impeller diameter 179 
was 139 mm, Fig. 5(b). This PAT was used in previous researches [23], [25] and [31], where its characteristic 180 
curves, namely the Q-H (flow-head) and the Q-η (flow-efficiency) curves, were experimentally obtained. The PAT 181 
interpolated curves are presented in Fig. 6. 182 

 
 

(a) (b)  
Fig. 5 – (a) radial Etanorm 32-125 KSB 4.8 PAT, and (b) hydraulic system used to test the PAT. 183 

  
(a) (b)  

Fig. 6 – (a) PAT Q-H curves, and (b) PAT Q-η curves. 184 

The typical Q-H curves plotted in Fig. 9(a) can be defined as (15), where α is the ratio between the actual speed, 185 
N, and the reference speed, Nref. For this particular PAT, the parameters A, B, and C capable of representing the 186 
experimental curves are A = 3.6644, B = -694.45, and C = 314560, for the PAT rated speed of 187 
NN = Nref = 1050 rpm. These results were obtained experimentally for flow rates between 2 to 8 l/s (dashed lines 188 
are extrapolations). 189 

𝐻𝐻 = 𝛼𝛼2𝐴𝐴 + 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼 + 𝐶𝐶𝛼𝛼2, 𝛼𝛼 =
𝑁𝑁

𝑁𝑁𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟
 (15) 
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In the experimental setup utilized in [23], the pressure was the hydraulic parameter that was imposed on the system. 190 
For the sake of simplicity, it was admitted that the pressure imposed on the hydraulic system equals the differential 191 
fluid pressure between the inlet and outlet of the PAT, P. This relates with the head pressure drop H as P = ρgH. 192 
Given this, the characteristic curves had to be adapted to be defined as a head H function instead of the flow rate 193 
Q. Therefore, by inverting equation (15), one obtains the H-Q function (16). 194 

𝛼𝛼 =
−𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼 ± �(𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼)2 − 4𝐶𝐶(𝛼𝛼2𝐴𝐴 − 𝐻𝐻)

2𝐶𝐶
 (16) 

The function representing the PAT efficiency, η(N, Q), was defined by an interpolated surface curve obtained from 195 
experimental data plotted in Fig. 9(b). This surface enables the estimation of the efficiency of the PAT even for 196 
points that were not experimentally measured.  197 

With the imposed pressure, P, and head, H, and the rotational speed originated from PAT and SEIG coupling, 𝑁𝑁, 198 
the flow, Q, is computed by (16). After, the hydraulic power, Ph, and hydraulic torque, Th, are determined using 199 
(17), where ωm is the PAT speed in rad/s. With the PAT efficiency and hydraulic torque, the mechanical torque, 200 
Tmec, is obtained using (18) where 𝜂𝜂𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 is the PAT efficiency. The connection between the PAT and SEIG is made 201 
through mechanical equation (19), where 𝐽𝐽 is the total inertia of the PAT-SEIG system and 𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝜎𝜎 =202 
1.0 × 10−4𝜔𝜔𝑚𝑚. 203 

𝑃𝑃ℎ = 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝛼𝛼𝐻𝐻, 𝑇𝑇ℎ =
𝑃𝑃ℎ

𝜔𝜔𝑚𝑚
 (17) 

𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐 = 𝑇𝑇ℎ𝜂𝜂𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 (18) 

𝐽𝐽
𝑑𝑑𝜔𝜔𝑚𝑚

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
= 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐 − 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑙𝑙 − 𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝜎𝜎 (19) 

 204 

A schematic of the PAT-SEIG system dynamic model is shown in Fig. 7. After defining the PAT and SEIG models, 205 
the system was validated with the experimental results obtained in [23]. 206 

 207 
Fig. 7 – Schematic of the coupled PAT and SEIG dynamic models. 208 

 209 

2.3 Series Connections of Pump as Turbine-Self-Excited Induction Generator Systems 210 

As this work is multidisciplinary, combining two different scientific areas (PAT-hydraulic and SEIG-electric), it 211 
must be clarified that the series connection of PAT-SEIG system here analyzed is of the hydraulic type, as 212 
schematized in Fig. 8. Two sets of PAT-SEIGs are placed in series in the same hydraulic pipe, sharing the same 213 
flow rate, Q1 = Q2 = Q and no significant pressure drop between them. 214 

H
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A series connection between two PATs has two principles that must be fulfilled. First, the flow leaving the outlet 215 
port of PAT1 has to be the same flow that enters the inlet port of PAT2: Q1 = Q2, where Q1 is the flow rate from 216 
PAT1 and Q2 is the flow rate in PAT2. Besides, the summation of the pressure drop associated with each of the 217 
two PATs has to be equal to the total pressure that is imposed on the system at any moment: Ptotal = P1 + P2, where 218 
P1 corresponds to the pressure drop in PAT1 and P2 to the pressure drop in PAT2. The model of the series 219 
connection between the two PATs must have this into account. 220 

 221 
Fig. 8 – Model for the series connection between two PAT-SEIG systems: PAT1-SEIG1 and PAT2-SEIG2. Each subsystem 222 
comprises a PAT mechanically coupled to a SEIG, and the series connections are established between the two PATs. This 223 

series connection assumes no pressure drop between PAT1 and PAT2. 224 

From a modeling point of view, each PAT would require its pressure to compute its flow rate. However, the 225 
pressure distribution between the two PATs is only determined after computing the rated flow and the electric 226 
operation point of each SEIG. Therefore, a master-slave methodology was used to solve this, where PAT1 is the 227 
master and PAT2 is the slave. The model for PAT1 is the same developed in section 2.2, where the input is the 228 
PAT1 pressure, P1. However, the PAT2 model must be adapted to receive the flow rate Q2 as input and not the 229 
pressure P2. This can be easily done using (15) instead of (16) to compute the PAT2 pressure from its flow rate. 230 
This is illustrated in Fig. 8. At first glance, each SEIG (SEIG1 and SEIG2) seems independent. However, this is 231 
not true because, for example, if SEIG2 electrical load is increased, this will change the flow rate of PAT2, which, 232 
due to the hydraulic series connection, will influence the working point of PAT1-SEIG1.  233 

A set of numerical studies were performed to understand this system's hydraulic-electric behavior (series 234 
connection). Each one starts by imposing a fixed pressure on the system. In the beginning, each generator was 235 
connected to a capacitor bank with equal capacitance C per phase and a resistive load RL. As initially, C and RL 236 
values are equal for both groups PAT+SEIG. The two PATs and SEIGs are equal (i.e., same hydraulic and 237 
electromechanics characteristic curves), the system always converged to the same operating point in each of the 238 
two groups. In this case of series connection specifically, the system evolved so that when the steady-state was 239 
reached, the system's pressure was equally divided between the two PATs. After the system stabilized, a 240 
perturbation was imposed to only one subsystem (PAT2 was used to include the perturbation). To be more specific, 241 
these perturbances were the variation in the capacitance value C2 or a variation in the resistive load RL2. The 242 
subsystem's choice in which the variation is applied is irrelevant, given that both subsystems are equal. The 243 
analysis of how the complete generating system reacts to the disturbance in the PAT-SEIG groups is described 244 
and discussed in the next section. Each plot and each notation that will be clarified next have to be considered, 245 
presuming the complete generating already reached an equilibrium initially when all the hydraulic and electrical 246 
components were the same. The variables resultant from the simulated tests are to be shown over time but only for 247 
a specific timespan, only during the transient when the parameters C or RL were changed. The first part regarding 248 
the transient in which the SEIG excites and the two PATs converge to the same flow rate is not shown here. 249 

 250 

 251 
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3 Results and Discussion 252 
 253 

This section presents the experimental validation of the SEIG and PAT models and the analysis of the results for 254 
the series connection between two PAT-SEIG groups when changing the operating point of one PAT-SEIG group. 255 
The objective is first to validate the PAT-SEIG models and then analyze the influence of a change of load or 256 
capacitor bank in the overall performance of the series-connected PAT-SEIG groups. 257 

An error analysis was done using different error indexes. These are the Nash-Sutcliffe index (NSI), (20), and the 258 
Root Relative Squared Error (RRSE), (21). In these, 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 is the experimental value in each interval, 𝐸𝐸�𝑖𝑖 is the average 259 
of the observed values and 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 is the simulated value in each interval. 260 

𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑁𝑁 = 1 −
∑ [𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 − 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖]2𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖=1

∑ [𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 − 𝐸𝐸�𝑖𝑖]2𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1

 (20) 

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸 = �
∑ [𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 − 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖]2𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖=1
∑ [𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 − 𝐸𝐸�𝑖𝑖]2𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖=1
 (21) 

According to [32], it is possible to classify the results as “very good,” “good,” satisfactory,” and “unsatisfactory” 261 
based on different ranges of the above indicators, Table 3. 262 

Table 3 – Classification of best fit, according to [32] 263 

Goodness Fit NSI RRSE 

 Very Good NSI>0.6 0.00≤RRSE≤0.50 
Good 0.40<NSI≤0.60 0.50< RRSE ≤0.60 

Satisfactory 0.20<NSI≤0.40 0.60< RRSE ≤0.70 
Unsatisfactory NSI< 0.20 RRSE >0.70 

 264 

3.1 Self-Excited Induction Generator Experimental Tests and Validation 265 

Its electromechanical transient and steady-state responses were evaluated and compared with experimental results 266 
to validate the SEIG model. For this, a DC machine was chosen to be the prime mover, given its simple speed 267 
control. The simulation model of the SEIG coupled to the DC machine was developed, and the numerical results 268 
were compared with the experimental ones. The experimental setup developed in [23], Fig. 9, was used to measure 269 
the electromechanical dynamic behavior of the SEIG to validate the developed dynamic model. 270 

 
 

Table 4 – Nameplate data of 
DC machine. 

Rated Power 1.2 kW 
Voltage 230 V 
Current 5.2 A 

Exc. Current 0.67 A 
Rated Speed 1500 rpm 

 

Fig. 9 – Experimental setup used to validate the SEIG numerical model: (a) the DC motor 
coupled to the SEIG, (b) the excitation capacitor bank and resistive load used for the SEIG, 

and (c) a schematic of the experimental setup. 
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Two sets of experimental tests were carried to evaluate the SEIG model: 1) the first set consisted of the starting 271 
excitation of the SEIG, while 2) the second involved a transient response to a discontinuous change of resistive 272 
load. For the first experiment, the SEIG is started without the excitation capacitors and resistive load. The SEIG 273 
speed is increased until reaching its rated value by acting in the DC motor. After reaching the steady-state, the 274 
capacitors are connected, and the transient behavior of the stator voltage and current were registered. The same 275 
methodology was applied using the SEIG model. Fig. 10 shows the SEIG stator voltage (blue: experimental; red: 276 
simulation) when two different capacitor banks are connected. Fig. 6(a) was obtained with C = 50 μF and Fig. 6(b) 277 
with C = 80 μF. Both simulations follow the experimental results, presenting similar time constants and differences 278 
of 0.7 % and 4.4 % between the model’s results and the measured experimental ones for the steady-state stator 279 
voltage amplitudes with different capacitors, respectively, C = 50 μF and for C = 80 μF. Using the NSI and RRSE 280 
indicators, results show very good results for both the values of the capacitors (NSI = 0.96 and RSEE = 0.21 for 281 
C = 50 μF and NSI = 0.93 and RSEE = 0.26 for C = 80 μF). 282 

 283 

  
(a) (b)  

Fig. 10 – SEIG stator voltage during the self-excitation process with: (a) C = 50 μF and (b) C = 80 μF. In blue, the 284 
experimental results. In red, the simulation ones. 285 

After the self-excitation process and reaching its steady-state, a resistive load was applied to the SEIG, and its 286 
transient behavior was studied. In these tests, resistive loads of RL = 600 Ω and RL = 300 Ω are used. Fig. 11(a) and 287 
(b) present the experimental and simulation results after applying each resistive load. As it can be seen, the transient 288 
behavior is very similar in both experimental and simulation results, and the difference between steady-state stator 289 
voltage amplitudes is 0.6% for RL = 600 Ω and 5.8 % for RL = 300 Ω. The electric resistance RL = 300 Ω is the one 290 
leading to the SEIG rated current. Further transient experimental tests were made [31]. Using the NSI and RRSE 291 
indicators, results show good results for both the values of the capacitors (NSI = 0.63 and RSEE = 0.60 for 292 
RL = 600 Ω and NSI = 0.69 and RSEE = 0.39 for RL = 300 Ω). These experimental results validated the developed 293 
SEIG model.  294 

 295 

  
(a) (b)  

Fig. 11 – SEIG stator voltage before and after applying a resistive load: (a) RL= 600 Ω and (b) RL=300Ω. In blue, the 296 
experimental results. In red, the simulation ones. 297 

 298 
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3.2 Pump as Turbine and Self-Excited Induction Generator Experimental Tests and Validation 300 

To validate the PAT-SEIG system model, a set of experimental tests was carried out in the Laboratory of Hydraulic 301 
(IST, Portugal), using the experimental setup developed in [23] and [31]. During these tests, the PAT's stator 302 
voltage and electric frequency were acquired during transients and compared with the results from the simulation 303 
models. 304 

First, a differential head of 5.82 m.w.c. was applied at PAT’s terminals without the capacitor bank and an electric 305 
load connected at the SEIG terminals. After reaching the steady state, a capacitor bank of 17.5 μF was connected 306 
to the SEIG to start its self-excitation process, still without any electric load. The experimental and simulation 307 
transient behaviors of the SEIG stator voltage and its electric frequency during this operation are shown in Fig. 308 
12(a)-(b). The build-up process of the stator voltage is seen, stabilizing at a voltage around 250 V, with similar 309 
behaviors for both experimental and simulation results. With the capacitor bank introduction, a reactive current is 310 
injected into the SEIG, increasing losses and reducing the electric frequency from 80 Hz to around 55 Hz, as shown 311 
in Fig. 12(b).  312 

Another test was carried out, starting now with a capacitor bank of 34.7 μF and also a resistive electric load of 313 
RL = 300 Ω (rated-load), Fig. 12(c)-(d). With a resistive load, the transient regime during the SEIG excitation 314 
process is more oscillatory and requires more time to reach the steady-state, as shown in Fig. 12(c). Also, the 315 
steady-state regime is characterized by a lower stator voltage but with a similar electrical frequency, Fig. 12(d). In 316 
conclusion, the simulation model can provide accurate enough results for both extreme conditions: no-load load 317 
(RL = ∞) and full load (RL = 300 Ω). Additional tests were carried out in [31] to validate the developed model. 318 
According to the NSI and RRSE indicators, very good results were obtained for all quantities, Table 4. 319 

  
(a) (b)  

  
(c) (d) 

Fig. 12 – PAT-SEIG stator voltage during excitation with: (a) C = 17.4 μF, 𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿 = ∞ Ω and and 𝐻𝐻 = 5.82 m.w.c. and (b) C = 320 
34.7 μF, 𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿 = 300 Ω and 𝐻𝐻 = 7.5 m.w.c. In blue, the experimental results. In red, the simulation ones. 321 
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Table 5 – Error analysis for PAT-SEIG experimental tests 322 

Indexes 
Stator voltage 

Fig. 12(a) 
Frequency 
Fig. 12(b) 

Stator voltage 
Fig. 12(c) 

Frequency 
Fig. 12(d) 

NSI 0.96 0.80 0.80 0.84 
RRSE 0.20 0.45 0.44 0.40 

 323 

3.3 Results Analysis for the Series Connection Between Groups 324 

The analysis of the results for the series connection between the two PAT-SEIG groups is divided into two 325 
categories: 1) the effect of increasing C or RL, and 2) the decrease of C or RL. The results are grouped in this way 326 
since increasing C or RL in one PAT-SEIG group has a similar effect on the other subsystem, and the same applies 327 
for decreasing C or RL. Only one case from each result group (C – RL) is presented in this current work. For 328 
simplicity, subscripts A and B will be adopted to refer to the operating point before (A) and after (B) the change 329 
in the PAT-SEIG system, respectively. 330 

 331 

3.3.1 Decrease of Resistive Electric Load 332 

To show the consequences of decreasing the value of one PAT-SEIG’s electric load (RL) on the power generating 333 
system, a specific test is studied. In this case, the pressure imposed to the series-connected system is 334 
Ptotal = 5×105 Pa, the capacitance value C1 = C2 = 23 µF, and the electric load initially settled at RL1 = RL2 = 200 Ω. 335 
After the system reached its steady state, the load connected to SEIG2 was changed to RL2 = 160 Ω (simulating an 336 
increase of electric load). The rest of the parameters remained unchanged.  337 

As explained in detail in [23], for each resistive load value, there is a capacitance-speed (C-N) relation that sets for 338 
each speed N the minimum C capable of guaranteeing the induction machine's self-excitation. Fig. 13(a) shows 339 
the (C-N) curves associated with each resistive load: (A) before (RL2 = 200 Ω) and (B) after changing the load 340 
(RL2 = 160 Ω). With a decrease of electric resistance connected to the SEIG, the (C-N) curve (A) is shifted to the 341 
right, as seen in Fig. 13(a), curve (B). Therefore, for a fixed value of the capacitor connected to SEIG2, C2, a 342 
decrease in the RL2 will increase the induction generator speed from NA to NB. Fig. 13(b) shows the transient 343 
behavior of the SEIG2 rotor speed, N2, after reducing the electric resistance value at t = 2s. Given this variation in 344 
the electrical load, the SEIG2 reacted by increasing the speed from NA = 1318 rpm to NB = 1569 rpm. 345 

 
               (a)                 (b) 

Fig. 13 – (a) Generic representation of the curve's change relating to the minimum capacitance required to excite the SEIG2 346 
with the mechanical speed N2 when the value RL2 is decreased. (b) Evolution of the mechanical speed N2 over time, during a 347 

decrease of 20% of RL2. 348 

As SEIG2 and PAT2 are mechanically coupled, there is a dependency between electrical and hydraulic systems. 349 
As shown previously, a change in the rotational speed causes a shift in the PAT's Q-H curve. More specifically, in 350 
this case for PAT2, as the speed increases, the curve corresponding to the operating point B will be above the 351 
operating point A, as shown in Fig. 14(a). As the two groups of PAT+SEIG are series-connected, the perturbation 352 
imposed on one group will also cause a change in the second group's operation. Due to this hydraulic series 353 
connection, the change in flow and head of PAT2 imposes a change in flow and head on PAT1, since it must be 354 
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guaranteed that the flow is the same (Q1 = Q2) for the two PATs and that the sum of the pressure drop remains 355 
unchanged (Ptotal = P1 + P2). For a similar reason, the changes verified in PAT1 also influence the operation of 356 
PAT2. Therefore, the two PATs interact with each other until the whole generating system converges to an 357 
equilibrium operating point. However, the speed of the two PAT-SEIG groups, N1 and N2, is not directly connected, 358 
i.e., they can have different speeds.  359 

Fig. 14(a) shows that, as the resistance RL2 decreases, the speed N2 increases. Considering the Q-H curves for 360 
PAT2, as N2 increases, the flow Q2 tends to decrease. Of course, this affects PAT1, given that Q1 = Q2. Therefore, 361 
looking at the Q-H curves for PAT1, in Fig. 14(b), it can be perceived that a drop in the flow rate Q1 leads to a 362 
decrease of the head of PAT1, H1. Promptly, this hydraulic adjustment in PAT1 will also have consequences in 363 
PAT2. As the head in PAT1 decreases, the head in PAT2, H2, increases to maintain constant the total system 364 
pressure. At the same time that H2 increases, the flow rate Q2 continues to decrease, and this whole process repeats. 365 
This evolution of the coupling operation between the two PATs is distinguished in Fig. 14. Each PAT's progression 366 
is represented from point A to point B, including intermediate points (small red ‘o’ symbols).  367 

 
               (a)                 (b) 

Fig. 14 – Q-H characteristic curves of (a) PAT2 and (b) PAT1, before (A) and after (B) the decrease of RL2 , and 368 
intermediate points of the operation of each PAT (in red). 369 

Fig. 15 shows how the head, flow, hydraulic and active power, and the system efficiency behave at each PAT-370 
SEIG when going from (A) to (B). In PAT-SEIG2, where the variation of the load is applied, the flow decreases 371 
by 13 %, Fig. 15(a), and the head increases by 14 %, Fig. 15(b), resulting in the same hydraulic power after the 372 
change, Fig. 15(c). However, due to the series connection between groups, there is a significant variation of 373 
operation in the PAT-SEIG1. As both groups share the same flow, the flow in PAT-SEIG1 also decreased about 374 
13 %, Fig. 15(a), but the head on this group increased 14 %, Fig. 15(a), to compensate for the decrease of PAT-375 
SEIG2’s head. The total head of the series-connected group should remain the same. Consequently, the hydraulic 376 
power transferred to PAT1, 𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑑𝑑1 = 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝛼𝛼1𝐻𝐻1, decreased by 25 %, and the one transferred to PAT2, 𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑑𝑑2 =377 
𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝛼𝛼2𝐻𝐻2, converged to its initial value, Fig. 15(c). This means that decreasing the electric resistance of PAT2 does 378 
not significantly change its hydraulic power, Phyd2, but the hydraulic power transferred to PAT1 decreases, Phyd1.  379 

Consequently, SEIG1 supplies the load RL1 with a much lower active power than the power delivered by SEIG2 380 
to the load RL2. Before the perturbation, each SEIG was supplying the load with Ps = 852W. When RL2 decreased 381 
by 20%, the active power that SEIG2 delivered to RL2 slightly decreased to Ps2 = 790W (−7.3%), while the active 382 
power that SEIG1 delivered to RL1 already decreased to Ps1 = 631W (−25.9%). Furthermore, the PAT-SEIG2 383 
group’s efficiency converged to its initial value after a transient, and the PAT+SEIG1 efficiency decreased from 384 
51.1% to 47.1% (−7.8%). This brings an interesting conclusion: even though the load was changed in the second 385 
group PAT2+SEIG2, the highest impact is seen in the first group PAT1+SEIG1.  386 
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               (a)                 (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

 
(e) 

Fig. 15 – Results for the (a) flow rate Q, (b) head H, (c) hydraulic power, (d) active power and (e) system efficiency obtained 387 
in the simulation, captured during the decrease of RL2 by 20%. 388 

 389 

3.3.2 Increase of Capacitance 390 

This test very much resembles the test described for the decrease in RL2. That is, the same total pressure 391 
Ptotal = 5×105 Pa was imposed on the system, and the same initial capacitance and resistances were selected: 392 
C1 = C2 = 23 µF and RL1 = RL2 = 200 Ω. As soon as the system achieved its steady-state condition, the capacitance 393 
value C2 was increased by 20 %. As Fig. 16(a) shows, the system shifted from its current operating point (A), 394 
NA = 1318 rpm, CA = C2 = 23 µF and RL2 = 200 Ω, to a new operating point (B), NB = 1215 rpm, CB = 27.6 µF 395 
(+20 %) and RL2 = 200 Ω. As the capacitance value, C2, increased, the mechanical speed N2 decreases, given that 396 
the load RL2 remained fixed. Fig. 16(b) shows the rotational speed reduction after increasing the capacitor value at 397 
t = 2.5 s. 398 
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               (a)                 (b) 

Fig. 16 – (a) Generic representation of the change in the operating point of the SEIG2 when the capacitance C2 is increased, 400 
seen on the curve relating the minimum capacitance required to excite the SEIG2 with the mechanical speed N2, for a fixed 401 

load RL2. (b) Evolution of the mechanical speed N2 over time, during the capacitance C2 by 20%.  402 

As it was already perceived, when the two PATs are connected in series, this implies a dynamic dependency 403 
between them. When the two groups PAT+SEIG are connected to equal loads and capacitor banks, their outputs 404 
are the same. However, when a variation is imposed on one group, the other group will also be affected. It can be 405 
verified that, starting from the same conditions in the two groups, when the capacitance value C2 is increased, the 406 
system evolved to decrease the mechanical speed N2. Following this, the reaction of the second subsystem 407 
PAT1+SEIG1 to this variation in the group PAT2+SEIG2 is analyzed in detail.  408 

Since PAT2 is mechanically coupled to SEIG2, the rotational speed of PAT2 decreased, and a shift in the Q-H 409 
curves occurs, Fig. 17(a). Here, as the speed decreased from NA to NB, the Q-H curve corresponding to the situation 410 
after the transient, NB, is below the curve corresponding to the initial conditions, NA. Observing each PAT's Q-H 411 
curves before and after the transient in Fig. 17, each one's evolution can be explained. Starting from point A, a 412 
decrease in the rotational speed causes an increase in the flow Q2. As the two PATs are connected in series, they 413 
share the same flow rate. So, as Q2 increases, does the flow in PAT1, Q1. Following the Q-H curve's behavior in 414 
PAT1, as its flow Q1 increases, so does the head H1, as shown in Fig. 17(b). Since the sum of the heads in the two 415 
PATs must be constant for this specific connection, the increase in H1 causes a decrease in the head of PAT2, H2. 416 
With speed in PAT2 gradually decreasing, the flow rate Q2 continues to increase, and this whole cycle repeats until 417 
the speed N2 converges to NB, which CB dictates. 418 

 
               (a)                 (b) 

Fig. 17 – Characteristic curves of (a) PAT2 and (b) PAT1, before (A) and after (B) the increase of C2, and intermediate points 419 
of the operation of each PAT (in red). 420 

The variation of the flow, head, hydraulic and active power and efficiency in each PAT-SEIG are shown over time 421 
in Fig. 18, with the variation of the capacitance C2 at t = 2.5 s. Again, as the speed N2 decreases, the PAT2 flow 422 
rate increases from 6.69 l/s to 6.95 l/s (+4 %). Accordingly, PAT1 reacted by increasing the head H1 from 423 
25.56 m.w.c. to 26.81 m.w.c. (+5 %). Given this, PAT1 forced the head H2 to decrease by the same proportion 424 
(−5 %). Thus, the changes in flow and head for PAT2 cancel out again, leading to the same hydraulic power 425 
transferred to PAT2, Phyd2, as before the perturbation occurs. Contrarily, as the changes in flow and head for PAT1 426 
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are both positive, this led to an increase in the hydraulic power of PAT1 of 9 %, Fig. 18(c). This increase in Phyd1 427 
caused the rotational speed of PAT1, N1, to increase over time.  428 

Once again, it is proven in this test how the perturbation applied to the subsystem PAT2+SEIG2 has a higher 429 
influence in group PAT1+SEIG1 instead of its own. By increasing the capacitance value C2 the PAT2 speed 430 
decreases and the active power Ps2 transferred by SEIG2 to load RL2 slightly decreases from 852 W to 801 W 431 
(−6 %), Fig. 18(d). However, this change in C2 caused an increase in the active power Ps1 transferred by SEIG1 to 432 
its load RL1 from 852 W to 924 W (+8.4 %), but also slightly decreased the overall system efficiency, from 51.0 % 433 
to 48.6 %, Fig. 18(e).  434 

 435 

 
               (a)                 (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

 
(e) 

Fig. 18 – Results for the (a) flow rate Q, (b) head H, (c) hydraulic and (d) active power and (e) system efficiency, obtained in 436 
the simulation, captured during the increase of C2 by 20%. 437 

 438 

 439 

4 Discussion 440 
 441 

This section presents the discussion of the results for the influence of the different variations of capacitors and 442 
resistive loads in a series connection between two PAT-SEIG systems. The results obtained for different variations 443 
of the capacitance C2 are gathered in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20. These figures show how the hydraulic and active power, 444 
Phyd1, Phyd2, Ps1 and Ps2, changes according to the variation of C2. From it, it can be seen that as the variation of C2 445 
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increased, both negatively and positively, the amplitude of the variation of Phyd1 and Ps1 are most often higher than 446 
the amplitude of the variation of Phyd2 and Ps2, even though the perturbation was imposed to the group 447 
PAT2+SEIG2. Besides, these deviations in power were shown to be asymmetrical.  448 

As for the results from the variation of RL2, they were also gathered in Fig. 21 and Fig. 22. At the first sight, when 449 
comparing these figures with the previous ones, it can be noticed how these deviations of power have a lower 450 
amplitude. Moreover, the hydraulic and active power Phyd2 and Ps2 remained constant to these variations in the 451 
load, even though the operating point changed. Also, these deviations were shown to be always negative. 452 
Regarding the subsystem where the perturbation was not imposed, PAT1+SEIG1 presents the same tendency as 453 
when the perturbation is the variation of the capacitance C2. As demonstrated already, an increase in RL2 or C2 led 454 
to increased hydraulic and active power Phyd1 and Ps1. 455 

On the other hand, when RL2 or C2 was decreased, Phyd1 and Ps1 decrease. Again, the deviation from their original 456 
values increased as the negative variation of RL2 increased. Besides this, it is also worth mentioning that results 457 
were only shown for a maximum decrease of 20%, given that both SEIGs lost excitation when trying to decrease 458 
more the value of RL2. 459 

 460 
Fig. 19 – Consequences of the variation of the capacitance value C2 on the hydraulic absorbed by both PATs. 461 

 462 
Fig. 20 – Consequences of the variation of the capacitance value C2 on the active power delivered to the load RL1, Ps1, and on 463 

the active power delivered to the load RL2, Ps2. 464 

 465 
Fig. 21 – Consequences of the variation of the resistance value RL2 on the hydraulic absorbed by both PATs. 466 
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 467 
Fig. 22 – Consequences of the variation of the capacitance value RL2 on the active power delivered to the load RL1, Ps1, and on 468 

the active power delivered to the load RL2, Ps2. 469 

From a reliability point of view, the control of off-grid PAT-SEIG systems with multiple groups in series is not 470 
straightforward. As one can change the value of the capacitor to regulate the hydraulic and active power of one 471 
independent PAT-SEIG, this cannot be said to be a group of series-connected PAT-SEIG systems. To regulate the 472 
hydraulic and active power of the PAT-SEIG2 group, one must act upon the capacitor (or resistance) of the 473 
PAT-SEIG1 group. Of course, this may not be feasible when these groups are far from each other in an off-grid 474 
system (example: different rural farms with the PAT-SEIG system installed). One possible solution is installing 475 
AC/DC inverters connected to batteries, with a control system capable of changing the reactive power injected to 476 
the SEIG to avoid external influences due to neighborhood PATs. This solution increases the cost of the PAT-SEIG 477 
system. It may not be economically viable for small applications, where the cost of the inverters and batteries 478 
would be higher than the PAT-SEIG system. When the PAT-SEIG groups are installed in the same facility, then, 479 
to regulate the hydraulic and active power of one PAT-SEIG, one must act upon the other PAT system, as shown 480 
in Fig. 19 to Fig. 22. 481 

 482 

5 Conclusions 483 
 484 

In this paper, a numerical model of an off-grid self-excited induction generator (SEIG) coupled to a pump working 485 
as a turbine (PAT) was presented and validated with success through a set of transient and steady-state 486 
experimental results. This modeling enabled a subsequent study of the series connection between two generating 487 
PAT-SEIG groups, from which the following conclusions can be drawn: 488 

• For the particular PAT-SEIGs used, the series connection was demonstrated have relevant oscillating 489 
transients. In particular, the greater influence was verified in the adjacent PAT-SEIG group than in the 490 
group where the changes (resistive load or capacitances) were imposed. 491 

• Changes led to different consequences depending if they were in the load or the bank of capacitors. A 492 
40% increase in capacitances in one group leads to a 2% decrease in its hydraulic power. However, the 493 
hydraulic power in the other group increased by 16%. A 40% decrease leads to a decrease of 9% of the 494 
hydraulic power, instead of 2%, but a hydraulic power decrease of 50% in the other group. Similar 495 
behaviors were verified when the electric resistance load changed, however, with a lower impact. 496 

From the anterior points, one concludes that the series connection of PAT-SEIGs is more vulnerable to changes in 497 
the excitation capacitance values than changes in the load. However, this conclusion can only be guaranteed to 498 
this specific generating system (of small power range). Nonetheless, to overcome this, future research is planned 499 
to conduct tests with the series connection in a high-power hydraulic system, where these mutual coupling effects 500 
maybe be mitigated. 501 

 502 

 503 

 504 
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